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**SUMMARY**

**BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES:** Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is a chronic inflammatory disease affecting sacroiliac joints, the spine in different degrees and in lesser extension peripheral joints. Among non-pharmacological treatments, educational groups have been recommended as major coadjuvants to treat this disease. This study aimed at reviewing the literature on scientific evidences of educational groups for AS patients.

**METHOD:** The following databases were reviewed: LILACS, Medline, Web of Science and PEDro. Words for systematic search were extracted from Health Sciences Keywords (HSC).

**RESULTS:** Nine scientific articles were found between 1990 and 2012. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were used to select and analyze studies, including scientific articles especially addressing educational groups as treatment approaches for AS patients.

**CONCLUSION:** Literature on educational groups as coadjuvant to treat such patients is scarce. Further studies are needed to show group formats, number and content of classes, in addition to evaluating their effectiveness.
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and 35 years of age. AS causes pain in enthesis, joints and spine, which may lead to physical changes such as decreased spinal mobility, fatigue, sleep disorders, and psychological consequences such as depression, anxiety and stress. Due to major physical and functional changes, many patients go on medical leave, which may lead to poor quality of life (QL3). In addition, the inactivity caused by inflammation and pain leads to a higher risk of losing muscle mass. In chronic diseases, the loss of muscle mass may be considered a complication, leading to major muscle strength decrease and consequent less independence of such individuals, further cooperating for their poorer QL.

AS may determine extra-joint manifestations such as anterior uveitis, inflammatory bowel disease, pulmonary and cardiac impairment.

The management of such disease may be divided into therapeutic, surgical and rehabilitation. Among different rehabilitation modalities there are physical therapy, occupation therapy, psychological support and patients’ education.

Patients’ education involves any planned activity to improve the behavior with regard to health, improving health status with long term results. It is an adjuvant for the standard management and consists of persuading patients to improve their adhesion to the standard management and of encouraging self-efficacy, adopting attitudes which will benefit their condition. Educational groups are the most common and less expensive means to educate patients.

Education may help improving the incapacity of such patients. Education would allow patients to control daily pain, fatigue and physical function, with an important role to adapt patients to their disease. Patients’ education improves self-efficacy, generating psychological well being and healthy behaviors with regard to the disease, such as exercising.

Together with physical therapy and exercises, education has been recommended as non pharmacological treatment of the disease, according EULAR (European League Against Rheumatism) guideline – 2006.

According to the Brazilian consensus to treat spondyloarthropathies, physician-patient relationship is critical for the therapeutic success.

“Patients should be fully aware that their participation – especially by being well with themselves in spite of the disease – will be a critical starting point for the therapeutic success.

A way to evaluate the effectiveness of an education program is by evaluating patients’ knowledge after attending the program. Several investigators and educators have recognized the importance of evaluating patients’ knowledge of the specific disease. This is the reason for several studies which developed tools to evaluate the knowledge of chronic diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, fibromyalgia and low back pain.

The concept of health education is superimposed to the concept of health promotion, as a broader definition of a process involving the participation of the whole population in the context of their daily lives and not only of people at risk of falling ill. This notion is based on an enhanced concept of health, considered as a positive and dynamic state in search for well being, which integrates physical and mental (lack of disease), environmental (adjustment to the environment), personal/emotional (personal and affective self-realization) and socioecological aspects (commitment with social equality and with nature preservation).

As from this enhanced notion of health, it is also observed in practice that there are still different health education models or paradigms, which condition different practices, several of them reductionists, which requires questioning and the reach of more integrated and participative perspectives.

Enhanced health education includes public policies, adequate environments and re-orientation of health services to beyond clinical and healing treatments; as well as liberating pedagogic proposals committed to the development of solidarity and citizenship, oriented toward actions the essence of which is to improve QL and ‘promote men’.

This concept may also be applied to patients’ education, generating learning not only for the educator but also for patients, so that they may keep and use information to improve their well being. So, learning implies networks of knowledge and experiences which are adequate and enhanced by individuals in their relationships with different types of information.

This study aimed at reviewing in the literature scientific evidences about educational groups for AS patients.
METHOD

This was a systematic review of scientific papers and their identification was done via queries in four internationally recognized databases, with Health Science contents. Initially, LILACS, Medline, Web of Science and PEDro were systematically and sequentially queried. PEDro is a database with physical therapy evidences, free, with more than 22 thousand randomized clinical trials, systematic reviews and clinical practice guidelines in physical therapy, from 1990 to July 2012. There has been no geographic boundary or language limitation. Keywords used were extracted from Health Sciences Keywords (DeCs). LILACS and MEDLINE were accessed via Virtual Health Library (VHL)/BIREME/OPS/OMS, using the following query expressions: (Spondylitis or Espondilis or Spondylobactemia and Ankylosing) or (Espondilits and Anquilosante) or “Ankylosing Spondylitis” or “Bechterew Disease” or “Rheumatoid Spondylitis” or “Spondylarthritis Ankylopoietica”) and (“Patient Education as Topic” or “Educación del Paciente como Asunto” or “Educação de Pacientes como Asunto” or (educs and group)). Keywords used for Web of Science and PEDro were: ankylosing spondylitis, education, education group. Inclusion criteria were articles addressing educational groups to treat AS patients. Exclusion criteria were articles addressing education of physicians about genetic factors of the disease to obtain early diagnosis, and articles published in more than one selected database. Results found and analyzed in this study were 9 scientific articles, being 6 in English and 3 in German.

RESULTS

In a study, 53 patients were randomized in two groups: one receiving education and physical therapy and the other with no intervention. Patients were individually educated with information about joint pain, better spinal mobility, peripheral and costovertebral joints, postural improvement, increased pulmonary capacity, stretching, resistance and physical function improvement, understanding of exercises and psychosocial adjustments. Authors have concluded that physical therapy associated to an educational program is effective to treat AS patients. A different study used different patients’ education tools, such information about exercises via videos and leaflets within a package with AS exercises. Authors discuss the importance of education specifically aimed at exercises as adjuvants to improve pain, self-efficacy and other AS-related symptoms.

In Germany, patients’ education programs in diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis, AS and other spondyloarthritides, systemic lupus erythematosus, vasculitis, fibromyalgia and chronic juvenile arthritis were developed by a multidisciplinary team of the German Society of Rheumatology (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Rheumatologie). Until 2003, approximately 500 people were trained to be group leaders. In 1999, the Society published preliminary guidelines for patients’ education in rheumatology. Prospective randomized studies have shown that patients’ education has led to further knowledge, self-efficacy and self-aid in addition to improving arthritis related to impotency and pain, and a decrease in temporary and permanent incapacity.

A different German study, also published in 2003, has evaluated the cost of education programs by a multicenter study. Cost per patient was approximately 117 Euros in a program with a group of 10 patients, and 186 Euros per patient in a group of 6 patients. The effects of educational programs have determined savings of approximately 2500 Euros in indirect costs, which by itself justifies the programs.

Another study used education in two groups of AS patients. One group would perform supervised exercises and the other home based exercises. The study reports that the program consisted of information about the disease and physical exercises, for one hour. Conclusion was that supervised exercises are more effective than home exercises, and nothing was said about patients’ education.

An important research has shown that the knowledge of the disease by French patients was lower than what has been previously described for a British population. And it has also stressed that although education may be offered to every AS patient, there might be a higher need for people with limited education. Leaflets about the disease and contact with groups of patients seem to be useful tools to improve the knowledge about the disease.

In 2008, another German study stated that spondyloarthritis patients very often are uncertain about the disease and its prognosis. They also stated that rheumatic disease patients need an encompassing and multidisciplinary management. Patients’ education leads to a better self-management. The study also points that the objective of patients’ education are: to improve understanding and interoception to influence attitudes and self-efficacy, in addition to improving the disease or the health behavior. The German Society of Rheumatology (DGRh) has a “patient education” group and has developed several
education programs where methods and themes are based on behavioral science. The program for AS patients was multidisciplinary, carried out by a qualified education team with 6 modules and duration of 90 minutes. Efficacy was proved in different levels, as well as return to work and economic advantages21.

A study has randomized 62 patients in three groups, being one group with exercises and education, one with education only and one control group. In comparing groups in time 1, the group with exercises and education has shown significant improvement in BASMI and BASDAI, chest expansion and spinal mobility. BASFI and visual analog cervical pain scale have improved both for the group with exercises and education and the group with education only. Positive results obtained by the group with exercises and education were maintained during six-month follow up. The combination of education and exercises has promoted promising results in patients with clinically stable AS being treated with drugs6. Another research has shown the impact of an education program for AS patients, evaluating the effect of such intervention on patients’ satisfaction, knowledge of the disease and spinal mobility. A four-day program was carried out with information about the disease and its management, the use of biological and rehabilitation, including home exercises. Patients were evaluated before the program, in the fourth day and three months after the intervention. Authors have concluded that at the end of three months, there was a high level of patients’ satisfaction and that the program had improved patients’ knowledge and the practice of self-care. Authors have also stated that an educational program should also be developed for rheumatic inflammatory diseases and should be considered an additional treatment, and that better consensual tools should be used to evaluate the effectiveness of such programs22.

The classic editorial by Calin, published in 1994, already questioned the importance of showing physical therapy results by well validated tools. It already mentioned AS patients education within a package of interventions. However, to date there is no consensus about educational programs for AS patients, although knowing the importance of this tool to manage such disease23.

CONCLUSION

Although the theme is of major importance within a context of enhanced health education, few studies were found about AS patients’ education. Formats of education programs are still not well established in the literature, although such programs are recommended and their effectiveness have been already shown as coadjuvant to treat AS patients.
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